10.00-10.30
- Welcome coffee

10.30-12.30
Session “Public Economics”, chair Massimiliano Piacenza, University of Turin
  - Social Pressure as a Determinant for Tax Compliance: a Field Experiment
    Pietro Battiston, Università Bicocca (Milan)
    Simona Gamba, Catholic University of the Sacred Heart (Milan)
  - Are Incumbents Advantaged? Evidences from Brazilian Municipalities using a Quasi-Experimental Approach
    Manoel Gehrke Ryff Moreira, Bocconi University (Milan)

12.30-14.30
- Lunch

14.30-18.00
Session “Education and Labour“, chair Cristian Bartolucci, Collegio Carlo Alberto
  - Gender bias in the Crime Market
    Evelina Gavriloa, University of Turin (Turin)
  - Coffee Break
  - Great Expectations. Channels and Barriers to University Education
    Laura Fumagalli, University of Essex
  - Does Access to Secondary Education Affect Primary Schooling? Evidence from India
    Soham Sahoo, Indian Statistical Institute (Delhi)
    Abhiroop Mukhopadhyay, Indian Statistical Institute (Delhi)

20.00-Dinner
Trattoria Decoratori e Imbianchini
Via Lanfranchi 28
Torino

Every speaker has 50 minutes for his presentation and 10 minutes for discussion.
The workshop is organized by VPDE Students, University of Turin
For info and participation: http://www.sde.unito.it/activities/idworkshop2012/index.html